Ultrasound has many advantages for diagnostic imaging including excellent spatial and contrast resolution, a relatively low cost, and lack of ionizing radiation. However there are additional aspects that are being introduced with “volumetric image acquisition” such as real-time and multiplanar capabilities allowing imaging in the ideal plane for the best interpretation of pathology within a region of interest (Wilson 2009). This technology is capable of producing 3D images allowing for volume acquisition, with subsequent on-line or off-line multiplanar reconstruction (MPR), multislice imaging and volumetric analysis (Elliott 2007). Multiplanar reconstruction and multislice are commonly used in CT and MRI, however, these new and imaginative techniques could also offer considerable diagnostic potential for non-obstetric ultrasound (Elliott 2007). The use of volume data for measurement is likely to speed and improve our assessment of complex anatomical and pathological structures (Elliott 2007).

Volume Imaging provides significant advantages in regards to imaginative workflow processes as well as a faster and more efficient method of examination and security of imaging data (Phillips). All measurements can be made from stored data while a patient is returning to the surgeon and the next patient is already being scanned leading to significant benefits for workflow efficiency. (Phillips). Volume imaging has helped clinicians make decisions regarding management and types of surgical approaches because of how impressive the images and virtual tours were (Phillips). Volume ultrasound is likely to remove the uncertainty of possibly missing pathology during an exam (Elliott 2007). Volume ultrasound has the potential to be the next significant step. Further evaluation of this promising technique is required, but already there are proven benefits for diagnostic confidence, accuracy and changes is clinical practice (Elliott 2007).
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